
MENTAL MATHS- I
STD IV
APRIL 18, 2019

Read the questions carefully and 
write the correct option.



I .   100  tens is equal to 

a) 10 lakh
b) 100 thousand
c) 10 thousand
d) 1 thousand



II.   Sonali’s clues about her mystery number  
are shown in the cloud.  What is Sonali’s   
mystery number?

a) 54986
b) 59486
c) 54968
d) 59468

i) 6 tens
ii) 4 thousands
iii) 9 hundreds
iv) 8 ones
v) 5 ten thousands



III. XYZ company estimated the cost to build
a new baseball stadium to be Rs. ninety
four thousand. What is the number in its
numeral form?

a) Rs.90400
b) Rs.94000
c) Rs.90004
d) Rs.90040



IV. How many zeroes does eighty lakhs have ?

a) 9
b) 8
c) 7
d) 6



V.What is the place value of 4 in the
number 142689 ?

a) 400
b) 4000
c) 40000
d) 400000



VI. Tina had five digits 7, 0 , 2 , 4 , 9 only once
to make a large number. If Tina put 4 in the
hundreds place , what would be the largest
number she could make?

a) 97402
b) 92470
c) 79420
d) 97420



VII. What is the number name of the number whose   
expanded form  is 
80000 + 6000 + 400 + 20 + 7  ?

a) Eighty thousand six thousand four hundred 
twenty-seven

b) Eighty-six thousand four hundred twenty-seven
c) Eighty-four thousand six hundred twenty-seven
d) Eight thousand four hundred twenty-seven 



VIII. The  numbers  36723  ,  36798  ,  39786   and    
39768   have to  be arranged in  descending    
order . Choose the correct option for the same.

a) 36798 ˃ 39768 ˃ 36723 ˃ 39786

b) 36723 ˃ 36798 ˃ 39768 ˃ 39786

c) 39768 ˃ 39786 ˃ 36798 ˃ 36723

d) 39786 > 39768 > 36798 > 36723
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